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Novus 3.0, the third edition of the exuberant technical extravaganza conducted by IEEE SB ASIET 

is right around the corner. This year, Novus is going digital and will creep into your comfort zones 

back on your home couch and push you towards exploring and unveiling an ocean of opportunities 

that awaits IEEE members like you! 

 

Scheduled to be conducted as a series of events from 8th of August2020, Novus opens a door of 

possibilities to its participants. In addition to exciting prizes that awaits the winners, the entire 

journey will equally be informative as it is fun.  

 

Each event will be in the form of a task, with winners of each task receiving points and climbing up 

the leaderboard, which will be published on weekends and students can keep track of their 

progress. The final score will determine the winners and guess what, it could be YOU, yes YOU!  

 

Get your bearings and dive into the bliss before time runs out..! 

 

 

General Rules 
 

● There are both individual and group events under Novus 3.0 

 

● Participation is restricted to IEEE members of ASIET 

 

● Each individual event conducted under the banner of Novus 3.0 will have its own set of 

rules that the participants have to follow 

 

● Students will receive an email to the registered mail id when a new task is updated. These 

may include timings, submission links, evaluation procedure, resources etc 

 

● Students will be awarded participation points for their presence in each event 

 

● Points will be awarded to each individual, based on the guidelines of each task 

 

● There are a few bonus tasks, for which all the participants who attempt the task sincerely 

may receive allotted bonus points 

 

● These points gained from individual and group events by each participant will be 

aggregated, and the students with highest scores will be awarded prizes 

 

● Leaderboards will be published every Sunday 
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● Students can contact the representatives in case of any doubts regarding the rules and 

regulations of events, point systems can be discussed with the ExCom representatives  

 

● Prizes and certificates will be awarded only after validating the current IEEE membership 

status of the participant 

 

● There may be slight variations in prizes if any of the items mentioned goes out of stock [ 

The winners will be awarded prizes of the same price range] 

 

● In case of disputes, the decisions made by judges and coordinators will be final  

 

 

 


